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Dynamic shooter mass killings have grown to be a horrible reality in our society no place is
certainly immune to them. In this reserve, Michael Julian, CPI, PPS, CSP shares how important
the appropriate actions you take in the first ten minutes of a dynamic shooting can be for your
survival. How every second counts to remain alive. This alone may be the difference between
existence and death in the face of a horrific knowledge. Julian’s insight can help you prepare for
the worst. Particularly, Julian demonstrates how to: Become more alert to your surroundings,
Prepare for such an event by being “proactively reactionary”, Evaluate a dynamic shooter
situation quicker and efficiently, Decide and take the best action necessary for your survival,
Dominate the attacker, if necessary, utilizing a kill or be killed mentality, Navigate the chaos that
comes after the function, andTrain family, friends, and coworkers how exactly to perform the
same. He teaches you how to get ready using a protection mindset, and combat through your
dread with a survival mindset so you can evaluate your position and react properly. Julian
provides simple tools to help you in the event you end up in this type of scenario.
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I agree that some may find some of the details "remedial" however We myself am well trained
and gleaned a few useful nuggets out of this book This is a different twist to the DHS "Work,
Hide, Fight" philosophy, developed by a seasoned practitioner. Very remedial, resourse for the
most uninformed.! I could already see from reading this publication and the news reports, who
more lives might have been saved experienced the victims practiced what this writer lays out
here. Hopefully, this publication is only the first step in readers choosing to teach and educate
themselves.! Julian has laid out a self-explanatory and practical method for surviving. I am
hoping I never have to act in the tips in this reserve, but I discovered a whole lot from it Sadly, I
purchased this reserve the day before yet another mass shooting at a public school unfolded.
Mr. Done well, Michael! I think the purpose of this reserve is to raise awareness and offer
information to those not really yet exposed to active shooter/killer training. I anticipate carrying
this publication with me on vacations, business trips also to large gatherings. Five Stars everyone
should read Active shootet training An outstanding, thoughtful, well presented method of a hard
subject. The format produces an easy read. It's not lengthy but sometimes the writer gets a bit
redundant which can get a little tiring. Overall, this is a wealth of knowledge to get ready
yourselves, in the event. We never know where terror might hit and we have to know how to
respond to save ourselves and our family members. Gives you an edge and a plan This may save
you life. Well written and thoughtful. Help you clearly understand what you ought to do to get a
chance. Go through and share with friends and family and co workers Informative Publication
Everyone Should Read This book can be an informative read that, unfortunately, everyone can
purchase and read since we live throughout a time whenever we have active shooters all too
often! It might help me see the that one extra issue that makes me s survivor instead of a
statistic. This is a fantastic book that EVERYONE should read This is an excellent book that
EVERYONE should read. Superb reading, very useful and I would suggest to anyone who has
believed “What would I do if a shooter appeared out of nowhere? One reviewer mentioned that
there was nothing brand-new in this publication for persons who've already received energetic
shooter training.. Read Michael’s to find a better method. I agree that some may find some of
the info "remedial" however I myself am well qualified and gleaned a couple of useful nuggets
out of this book. This was come up with in an readable, easy to follow format. Great book.
Perfectly written and readable. Fantastic information and actually hits house. I also recommend
the Surviving an Active Shooter course trained by Mr. Julian!” A container of rocks on each
students desk is not a remedy. not informative, not really insiteful for qualified civilians or
professional responders.. Friday June 8, 2018 I met the writer, Michael, in an Investigators
conference this morning and bought his publication. Wouldn't normally recommend, nothing
useful Would not recommend, nothing useful. Excellent reading, very helpful and I would
recommend to . Great book! Signed, Randy O.
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